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__________________________________ 
Charge to the Research Advisory Group (RAB) 
 To provide input to the Office of Research, and ultimately the EVC&P, about the needs of investigators and administrators in conducting research and administering 

extramural funds. 
 To guide priority setting and critical assessment of quality improvement efforts in the Office of Research 
 To work with the Office of Research staff to ensure the successful implementation of the current Quality Improvement Project 

RESEARCH ADVISORY GROUP (RAB) 
May 7, 2013         8:30-10:00 a.m.         S-30 

Attendees: Diane Barber, Jane Czech, Tejal Desai, John Ellis, Susanne Hildebrand-Zanki, Mounira Kenaani, Gretchen Kiser, Kathy Lee, 
Erik Lium, Georgina Lopez, Dan Lowenstein, Sally Marshall, Teresa Moeller, Judy Moscowitz, Suzanne Murphy, Michael Nordberg, 
Christine Razler, Louis Reichardt, Bill Seaman, Matthew Springer  Not present: Bill Balke, Elizabeth Boyd, Roland Henry, Steve Lazarus, 
Synthia Mellon, Sarah Nelson, Marge O’Halloran, Paul Ortiz de Montellano, John Radkowski, Paul Volberding  Guest(s): Ross Bausone, 
Jim Hine, Bruce Wintroub  Via phone: Holly Ingraham   Coordinator: Jamie Antonazzo  

 
PRESENTATION: Future Space Plans for UCSF        Bruce Wintroub            
Bruce Wintroub provided an overview of future space plans at UCSF, focusing on the modernization of Parnassus Heights, 
the modernization of SFGH, and the Mission Hall building at Mission Bay. Bruce also reviewed the core space principles, 
which have been discussed in this group previously. These principles are detailed within several slides in the slide deck. The 
majority of the discussion centered around the long range renewal plans for Parnassus, with slides representing data on 
additional projects.  
 
Bruce described the four major areas of focus for the Parnassus Long Range Renewal Plan:  
 

• Remediate seismic risks at Parnassus 
• Renovate obsolete laboratory space in existing high-rise lab buildings 
• Increase housing and academic space 
• Reduce space ceiling overage to less than 5% by 2035 

 
At Parnassus, we currently exceed the space ceiling by 8% or 291K GSF. Moffit Hospital inpatient functions will need to be 
replaced by 2030 to meet state seismic standards, and in order to achieve this, we will need to relocate LPPI. We do not yet 
know where this will be relocated. The general time frame for beginning of this process is as follows:  
 

 2013 – 2014 – Four small buildings will be decanted and demolished, and four tower research floors will be 
renovated in order to accommodate labs currently in Clinical Sciences Building (CSB) 

 2015 – 2017 – CSB will be decanted and renovated, and the hospital support space in Moffit West will be 
modernized 

 2017-2019 – UC Hall (UCH) will be decanted and renovated 
 2020-2025 – LPPI will be relocated; location not yet chosen 
 2025 – 2030 – New hospital pavilion will be built on the LPPI site, and areas of Moffit will be repurposed 

 
In order to achieve the remediation of seismic risks in CSB and UCH, which are currently rated “poor”, major changes will 
take place. The decant strategy is to move all CSB labs to other Parnassus locations, and some admin space to UCH. This 
will not be ideal, but is unavoidable. Another difficult issue will be moving Ophthalmology from UCH.  
 
Questions/Comments:  
 Is there a plan to deal with investigators who may have a lot of funding, but very low indirect cost recovery rates?  This 

issue would be dealt with on the department level.  
 The issue of unused recruitment space was discussed. The School of Medicine in particular has a lot of issues with this, 

and the solution that was determined by their space committee is that if a department has held recruitment space for two 
or more years without completing the recruitment, that space returns to the dean.  

 The point was brought up that retainment, as well as recruitment, is something that we should be focusing on with space 
plans – making sure existing space is up-to-date for those who are here now. 

 Has the issue been raised that it might seem regressive to adhere to the space ceiling set in place in by the Regents in 
1976?  The consensus from meetings with UCSF’s neighbors is that they are still very interested in reducing traffic and 
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holding us to the 1976 space ceiling. In order to maintain this good relationship, we are focused on doing our best to 
adhere to what was agreed upon. 

 Regarding the relocation of LPPI, how necessary is having direct access to an emergency room? This is important and 
while we are not sure of the solution, this is something that will be considered as we develop a relocation plan. 

 The issue of creating a balance between Parnassus and Mission Bay was discussed. This is something that had been an 
issue of importance during past space planning processes, and it seems that we are now putting more money into Mission 
Bay, and possibly shifting that balance. Bruce explained that the balance between the two campuses is still a goal, and 
that he feels that while some hospital operations are moving to Mission Bay, Parnassus remains the education center, and 
that this balance does still seem to exist. 

 
Bruce briefly discussed the issues with the modernization of SFGH, and some of the similar issues that we had with 
academic space allocations at Mission Hall. Bruce also reviewed the committee structure for the Parnassus modernization, 
which consists of a steering committee, a building committee, and several faculty user advisory committees. Final decisions 
will be made at the CEC no later than August.  
 
The total cost of the renovations at Parnassus and SFGH, and the seismic renovations at CSB and UCH total approximately 
350 million. 
 
PRESENTATION: Update on BearBuy                       Jim Hine    
Jim Hine explained that the focus of his presentation today would be based on a conversation he had with Jeff Bluestone 
around potential procurement/supply chain strategies to help offset the upcoming sequestration budget cuts. Jim explained 
some of the strategies he has put forward to help mitigate the impact of these cuts and also asked the group for advice on 
these strategies.  
 
Key strategies include:  

 Direct appeal to suppliers  
 Continue to migrate spend to BearBuy 
 Consolidate Research volume with lower cost strategic vendors 
 Consolidate research products to low cost “same as” stock keeping units 
 Investigate self-managed equipment maintenance program 

 
Jim explained that they are planning to be very aggressive with their direct appeals to suppliers, letting them know that we 
will stop doing business with companies who will not cooperate with our conditions. He went on to explain some of the cost 
savings that occur by using only preferred vendors through BearBuy, and also some of the issues that exist with many 
vendors selling the same products at vastly different prices. Being able to consolidate these products will represent a large 
savings. Equipment maintenance is another area where we could save a considerable amount of money by promoting self-
insurance programs.  
 
Questions/Comments:  
 The group brought up the idea of having a storeroom for commonly used products and supplies on campus in order to 

reduce costs. This is something that we had before, but which has since gone away.  Jim explained that while this is a 
good idea, unfortunately it is not cost-effective to support, which is why they are focusing their efforts on supply chain 
improvements.  

 Negotiating with vendors on the sizes they offer of certain products would be helpful. Many times investigators are 
required to purchase much more volume than they need because smaller quantities are not available.  

 One way around the size issue might be to create an inventory so that investigators would be able to see available stores 
of items that other investigators may have purchased and are not using.  

 Is there a point person at BearBuy that we can contact in order to put pressure on certain vendors? Yes, please contact 
Ross Bausone at: ross.bausone@ucsf.edu.   
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 The group suggested forming a working group to assist Jim and his team with these issues and strategies for approaching 
vendors. Two members volunteered to participate: Diane Barber, and Holly Ingraham.  

 
Action:  Bill Seaman requested that the group send names of potential members for the work group to: 
bseaman@medicine.ucsf.edu or Diane.Barber@ucsf.edu. They are looking for 2-3 additional names, which they will then 
send to Jim Hine.  
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UCSF Space Policy and 
Parnassus and SFGH 

Modernization

Status Update and Summary

May 6, 2013

UCSF Wide Core Space Principles

Principle 1:  
Accountability and 
Governance

• Individual programs & faculty space 
decisions are Chancellor Direct 
Reports’ responsibility for assigned 
space 

• Chancellor Direct Reports are 
responsible for identifying 
opportunities for collaboration and 
ensuring Principles are adhered to 
across the enterprise

• Reports provided to UCSF-wide 
Space Cttee every 3 yrs.

Principle 2: Fairness, 
Consistency, 
Transparency, 
Sustainability, Strategic 
Prioritization

• Criteria for allocation and use 
assessment includes alignment with 
UCSF strategic plan, unit goals, and 
demonstration that space is being 
used optimally based on the metrics 
identified in document and practice
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UCSF Wide Core Space Principles

Principle 3:  Non 
Permanence

• Space does not belong to individual  
entities (be that department or schools) in 
perpetuity - all assignments to be reviewed 
every  3 yrs. by the UCSF-wide Space 
Cttee

• Relinquished/released space > 2000 
square feet must be reported to the UCSF-
wide Space Cttee; which could choose to 
return it to the Direct Report or the 
Chancellor or use an RFP type reallocation 
process

• Chancellor retains 10% of the space to be 
used at his/her discretion

Principle 4: Operational 
Cost Responsibility

• All research (wet and dry) space will be 
expected to cover costs of an average of 
$90/square foot for each direct report’s 
total space in year 1 using credited IDC or 
other funds

• Admin. space performance  determined 
based on density of personnel at 150 asf 
(or equivalent depending on type of 
space)per full time FTE

Timeline for Implementation

• Space Principles 
and Policies 
Approved by 
CEC

• Policy document 
finalized

• Identification by 
Space 
Committee of 
specific space 
data available 
and gaps

• Chancellor Direct 
Reports to 
complete their 
space data with 
gaps as best as 
possible 

• Campus Planning 
updates and 
aggregates data for 
comprehensive 
reports to UCSF-
wide Space Ctte

• Chancellor Direct 
Reports should 
identify critical 
space issues as 
needed

Sept 2012 Jan- Mar 2013

(Jan-Feb)
• Distribution of Space Policy 

document to Chancellor 
Direct Reports 

• Distribution of existing data, 
by direct report, with 
definitions, and identified 
gaps

• Deans and Space 
Committee 
members/leaders to share 
key elements of Space 
Policy, timing 

• Identify questions/concerns 
from constituents as part of 
regular leadership meetings

• (Feb- Mar) 
• Planning and Space Cttee 

to address questions

July 2013 Sept 2013

• UCSF-wide 
Space 
Committee 
reviews critical 
space 
decisions 
based on data 
received (e.g. 
need for 
reassignment, 
reallocation)

• Identification 
of potential 
process and 
criteria 
changes as 
required

• Determine 
Rates for 2014

2014 and Beyond

(After the Pilot year is 
complete, we should 
have…
• Established 

format and 
process for 
gathering data

• Reports 90% 
complete and 
accurate

• Space Cttee 
meeting only 
1x/year or as 
needed

PILOT YEAR
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FY 2012 School of Medicine Space Data

• Average ICR/asf=$118

• Total research space is 1,360,000 asf

• 12 departments and ORUs operating under $90/asf

• 477,482 asf research space operating under $90/asf

• Source: ICR benchmark database

School of Medicine Space Committee

Recruitment Space

If a department/ORU has held recruitment space for two or 
more years without completing the recruitment, the space 
returns to the dean.

Current recruitment space “clock”: May 2011 – May 2013

~25,000 ASF, recruitments completed 

~80,000 ASF, available
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Modernization of Parnassus 
Heights

Parnassus Heights Long Range 
Renewal Plan

8

• Remediate seismic risks at Parnassus

• Renovate obsolete laboratory space in existing high-
rise lab buildings

• Increase housing and academic space

• Reduce space ceiling overage to less than 5% by 2035
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Parnassus Long Range Plan

• Must meet ‘space ceiling’ agreed to in 1976

• Today, we exceed ‘space ceiling’ by 8% or 291K GSF

• Moffitt Hospital inpatient functions must be replaced by 2030 
to meet state seismic standards 

• A new Moffitt hospital on the LPPI site will add 220K GSF net 
new space

• Solutions to the ‘space ceiling’ problem must also address 
deadlines mandated by the California Seismic Review Board 
for the Clinical Science Building and UC Hall, modernize tower 
research space, and add academic space for growth in the 
clinical faculty

Sequencing Parnassus modernization

2013-2014 • Decant and demolish four(+)small 
buildings

• Renovate four tower research floors to 
accommodate labs currently in CSB

2015-2017 • Decant and renovate CSB
• Modernize hospital support space in 

Moffitt west

2017-2019 • Decant and renovate UC Hall (UCH) to 
include 3 floors of housing

2020-2025 • Relocate LPPI

2025-2030 • Build new hospital pavilion on LPPI site
• Repurpose Moffitt
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CSB-UCH Seismic Program

11

• Remediation of seismic risks in two major buildings 
rated “Poor” 

– Clinical Sciences Building (1933) -107,600 GSF and 
71,000 ASF, currently housing research labs, 
clinics, classrooms and offices, involving Schools of 
Medicine, Dentistry and Pharmacy

– UC Hall (1917) -146,000 GSF and 90,000 ASF, 
currently housing ophthalmology clinics, research 
labs, classrooms and offices

Decant and Renovation Strategy
• Decant labs from CSB and UCH into space 

already vacant by moves to Mission Bay 
Neurosciences Building.  These lab spaces 
would be renovated prior to relocation to HSIR 
and MSB.

• Decant offices from CSB temporarily to UCH

• Renovate CSB for:

– Academic work space 

– Relocated UCH occupants (non-wet lab uses) 

– Re-occupancy by original CSB non-wet lab uses

– Additional clinical faculty 

– No wet labs in CSB resulting in 30,000asf reduction 
in Parnassus wet lab space (18,000 asf reduction in 
SOM)

12
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Decant Renovation Strategy (con’t)

• Relocate Ophthalmology from UCH to a 
location TBD

• Renovate UCH for:
– 3 floors of housing

– 2 floors of academic work space, with potential conversion to 
housing in the future

– 1 floor of education space or 1 additional floor of academic 
space if needed

13

Complex academic space issues similar 
to Mission Hall

SUPPLY

Renovated Clinical Sciences-71,000asf

No more than 3 floors of renovated UCH-45,000asf

ACADEMIC DEMAND (seats)

Currently in CSB, UCH, Small Buildings 352

Existing unmet faculty demand 54

New faculty/staff hires thru 2021 204

TOTAL 610
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Committee structure for Parnassus 
modernization 

• Steering Committee for Parnassus Heights Seismic 
projects

• Building Committee for CSB and UCH renovations

• Faculty User Advisory Committee for research space 
renovations in towers (include senate representation)

• Faculty User Advisory Committee for CSB/UCH 
academic space (include senate representation)

• Final decisions at CEC no later than August 

Where will LPPI be relocated?
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Modernization of SFGH

Campus and Seismic Plan

18
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Background 

• UCSF leases or occupies SFGH space in 
exchange for services*

• Much of the space is in seismically 
Poor/Very Poor buildings (Levels V and VI)

• UCSF must retrofit or vacate the seismically 
compromised space

• UCSF must implement interim measures for 
safe exiting 

• Must replace displaced parking

• Must successfully negotiate site control of 
the BC Lot to construct new building

* UCSF fully occupies Buildings 1, 30 and almost fully 
occupies Buildings 3, 9, and 100.

19

233,000 ASF

191,000 ASF

By 2019

ASAP

142 spaces
33 to be retained on 

B/C lot

In Progress

SFGH Problems to be solved

• Vacate seismically poor/very poor buildings to comply 
with Regent’s policy by 2018-19

• Create modern, attractive academic and research space 
for faculty and staff currently in these buildings to 
maintain an exciting academic culture at SFGH 

• Resolve land use and parking issues with the City

• Fit within the campus capital plan budget ($130 million)

• Program involves approximately 730 people (including 
50 from off-site leased space)
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Aerial Photo: New Building Site

21

22

Massing Study
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Quantitative Options Analysis*
Cost
Components

Option 1 
Dry New Bldg. 
All wet labs 
move to M. 
Bay**

Option 2
Dry New Bldg. No
wet labs to M. Bay. 
Retrofits for wet 
labs***. No leases 
in New Bldg.

Option 3
Wet/Dry New Bldg. 
No wet labs to M.
Bay. No retrofits. 
No leases in New 
Bldg.

Option 4
Wet/Dry New Bldg. 
No wet labs to M. 
Bay. No retrofits. 
Off-site leases move 
to New Bldg. 

Interim 
Measures

$3.5M $3.5M $3.5M $3.5M

Parking**** $5.5M
(109 spaces)

$5.5M
(109 spaces)

$5.5M
(109 spaces)

$6.6M
(109 + 25 spaces) 

To M. Bay 101K GSF**
$1.9M

0 0 0

BC Building 65K GSF
$47M

82K GSF
$58M

155K GSF
$130M

155K GSF
$130M

Retrofit Brick 
Buildings

0 73K GSF req’d
B1: $81M 
B9: $25M? = 

$106M?

0 0

SFGH COST $57.9M $173M $139M $140.1 M

Off-site Leases 
to BC

0 0 0 20K GSF
$13M

Rent 30 year
NPV

$22M $22M $22M 0

SFGH+LEASE
COSTS

$79.9M $195M $161M $153.1 M

23

*    Rough order-of-magnitude costs escalated at 3% per year to midpoint of construction. Excludes: financing, site improvements, 
site control/rent, relocation of fountain and café, landscaping.    ** Mission Bay space not available.     ***Infeasible because no 

surge space available.  **** Assumes construction parking built and available during  Research Building construction

Recommended Seismic Plan

Plan Element Cost Range *

Interim Measures – Buildings 10, 20, 30, 40 & 100 $3.5M

New Research Building on B/C parking  lot (~175K GSF)
- Dry (offices) / Wet lab occupants vacate buildings 1, 9, 10-40, and 100
- Off-site SFGH Leases (118 people, dry lab/office space)
- No moves to Mission Bay

$143M

Replacement Parking $6.6M 

24

Capital Financial Plan includes $130M for SFGH Seismic program

• Wet labs at $900/GSF and dry at $525/GSF. Rough order of magnitude estimates.  
Excludes moving costs; costs include 3% escalation 

• Replacement Parking must be constructed prior to B/C lot construction; SFGH garage 
expansion also provides construction parking to both UCSF construction and City-funded 

conversion of Building 5 to Outpatient Center
• B/C building program requires 175K GSF; if B/C lot volume can accommodate only 170K 

GSF, costs will be reduced
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Proposed Seismic Plan

1. Interim Safe Exiting Measures: B10-40 and 100

2. New 175,000 GSF Research Building
– Wet labs ~75K GSF

– Dry labs & administrative offices ~100K GSF

– ~795 people 

– Decant Buildings 1, 9, 10, 20, 30, 40, 100

– City retrofits Building 5 and relocates Building 80/90 occupants to 
Building 5 

– Remain in Building 3

3. Solve for displaced parking spaces and 
possible new demand in expansion of City’s 
parking garage on 23rd Street

25

Issues

• Site control must be negotiated

• Parking replacement costs and UCSF’s contribution 
must be identified

• Parking on B/C Lot must be replaced before 
construction of the new research building starts

– B/C lot parking supports outpatient visits to hospital and clinics

– Garage expansion will also provide construction parking for 
both UCSF project and for City-funded renovation of Building 5 
for outpatient use – nearby parking improves construction 
labor productivity and contains costs

26
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Sequencing SFGH modernization

2013-2014 • Resolve land use and parking issues 
with the City

2014-2015 • Program and design new building

2016-2018 • Build new academic building

Committee structure for SFGH 
modernization 

• Building Committee for SFGH Academic Building

• Faculty User Advisory Committee for SFGH Academic 
Building (include senate representation)

• Final decisions at CEC
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THE COST FOR ALL OF THIS:

Parnassus lab renovations and CSB decant-$49mil

CSB Seismic retrofit/renovation-$97mil

UCH Seismic retrofit/renovation-$140.6mil

Small building demolitions and other-$16.5

SFGH building-$143mil

Total-$345 to 350mil



Potential Procurement/Supply Chain Strategies to Help 
Offset Sequestration Budget Cuts

RAB Discussion

May 7, 2013

1



Sequestration Threatens Research Funding

“The federal government, long a key sponsor of scientific research in universities, 
is scaling back support for academic laboratories from coast to coast to satisfy the 
new mandate to cut spending across the board. About $30 billion a year flows 
from Washington to universities for research and development in fields from 
agriculture to astrophysics. This funding has helped make leading U.S. research 
universities the envy of the world.

But the federal budget sequester that took effect (in March) requiring cuts of 
about 5 percent in nondefense programs and more than 7 percent in defense — is 
likely to shrink research spending by more than $1 billion. Advocates warn that 
the cuts could hamper exploration in biomedical science, among other disciplines, 
and undercut efforts to ensure U.S. leadership in science and engineering.”

Washington Post
March 16. 2013 

Aggressive procure‐to‐pay/supply chain strategies can 
help mitigate impact of these cuts

2



Potential Research Related Strategies

• Direct appeal to suppliers 
• Continue to migrate spend to BearBuy
• Consolidate Research volume with lower cost strategic 
vendors

• Consolidate research products to low cost “same as” 
stock keeping units

• Investigate self managed equipment maintenance 
program

• Compete large $ transactions where‐ever possible

3

We’d like RAB’s input on these potential strategies, next steps

Note: we are working on additional programs will also help lower research costs, e.g. early 
pay discounts, inbound freight, further P2P automation and supply chain rationalization



Directly solicit support from suppliers

• Description: Communiqué from EVCP and SVC Finance and 
Admin to key suppliers announcing our imperative to take 
aggressive action, requesting their support to help us weather 
the sequestration challenge:
– Required participation in  our key strategies, including transition of all 

volume to BearBuy, vendor consolidation, SKU rationalization, inbound 
freight, self managed equipment maintenance, fast pay terms, electronic 
invoicing/payment, etc.

– Any other pricing and special offers they’d like to make assist us through 
sequestration and help ensure their position in our consolidated vendor 
base: (e.g. Cell Signaling  memo)

• Timeframe: Immediate

• Request of Researchers: Support/reinforce the strategy in 
communication with your key suppliers

4



Example of supplier offer

5



Using 
Preferred
Vendors?

Yes

No

Using preferred processes? 
(e.g. Bear Buy, competitive bidding)

No Yes

6

High

Med

Low

Benefits

Benefits are maximized when we use preferred 
processes and preferred suppliers



Migrate all applicable spend/transactions to BearBuy
• Description: We still have substantial remaining speedchart and  other 

manual P2P transactions (e.g. check requests). In addition to continued 
outreach and enablement of additional forms and supplier catalogs, we 
can take more aggressive strategies to convert remaining volumes: 
– Require department use of preferred processes; levy cost recovery for 

non‐ preferred processes
– Inform suppliers they will no longer get paid on orders shipped 

without official BearBuy PO’s 
– Add technology functionality to better support integration of specialty 

operations such as LARC and CCF
• Impact: >$2MM/year/campus‐ Ensure contract pricing, increase 

incentives such as fast pay, reduce department and central P2P resource 
requirements 

• Timeframe: Immediate

• Request of Researchers: Migrate spend to BearBuy, let us know where 
additional work is needed (e.g. enabling of punch‐outs to supplier 
websites  to facilitate configurable product) 7



Consolidate research volumes with lower cost  
strategic vendors

• Description: We are buying many of the same research 
products from variety of suppliers, often at higher prices. 
Recommendation is to analyze the spend and consolidate the 
supply base to partners with lower costs and higher levels of 
value added services 

• Impact: >$2 MM/year

• Timeframe: Medium, start immediately

• Challenges: Research continuity
• Request of Researchers: Nominate resources to participate in 

a joint team chartered to analyze and consolidate research 
suppliers, develop mitigation strategies where there are true 
research continuity issues 

8



Lifetech for Qiagen Substitution Example

• Total Qiagen purchases: $2,573,516
• Estimated total saving : 25% = $643,400
• Conversion estimate: 30%
• Total estimated saving = $193,000k

Com pe titor
Com pe tito r  
SKU

Com pe titor  Pr oduct Nam e Size LTSKU LT SKU Nam e
 H Quote  

Ins titu tional 
Qiagen 216213 Fas tLane Cell SY BR Green Kit (200) 200 4402956 FA ST SY BR GREEN CELLS TO CT (100 $1,005
Qiagen 201912 dNTP Set, PCR Grade, 4 x  100 Â µl 10297117 100 MM DNTP SET 4 X 250 UMOL $1,253
Qiagen 69506 DNeasy  Blood & Tissue Kit (250) 250 K182002 PureLinkÂ ® Genomic  DNA  Mini Kit $576
Qiagen 51306 QIA amp DNA  Mini Kit (250) 250 K182002 PURELINK GENOMIC DNA  KIT (250) 250 $576
Qiagen 12125 QIA GEN Plasmid Mini Kit (100) 100 CS31103 Chargesw itchÂ ®  Pro  Filter Plasmid  M $380
Qiagen 12263 QIA f ilter Plasmid Max i Kit (25) 25 K210017 PureLinkÂ ® HiPure Plasmid Filter Max ipr $489
Qiagen 231222 QIA GEN PCR Cloningplus  Kit (10) 10 K280020SC SC-ZEROBLUNT TOPO, TOP10 20 RXN $542
Qiagen 231224 QIA GEN PCR Cloningplus  Kit (40) 40 K280020SC SC-ZEROBLUNT TOPO, TOP10 20 RXN $542
Qiagen 12663 HiSpeed Plasmid Max i Kit (25) 25 K210007 PURELINK PLA SMID MA XI 25 25 REA CT $424
Qiagen 12863 Compac tPrep Plasmid Max i Kit (25) 25 K210007 PURELINK PLA SMID MA XI 25 25 REA CT $424
Qiagen 12163 QIA GEN Plasmid Max i Kit (25) 25 K210007 PURELINK PLA SMID MA XI 25 25 REA CT $424
Qiagen 12963 QIA GEN Plasmid Plus  Max i Kit (25) 25 K210007 PURELINK PLA SMID MA XI 25 25 REA CT $424
Qiagen 12965 QIA GEN Plasmid Plus  Max i Kit (100) 100 K210007 PURELINK PLA SMID MA XI 25 25 REA CT $424
Qiagen 204343 QuantiTec t Probe PCR Kit (200) 200 4369016 TaqManÂ ® Gene Express ion Mas ter Mi $256
Qiagen 12191 QIA GEN Plasmid Giga Kit (5) 5 K210009 PURELINK PLA SMID GIGA  2 2 REA CTIO $171
Qiagen 201205 Taq DNA  Polymerase (1000 U) 1000 U 10342020 <i>Taq</i> DNA  Polymerase, Recombina $192
Qiagen 12643 HiSpeed Plasmid Midi Kit (25) 25 K210014 PURELINK HIPURE FILTER MIDI 25 REA C $244
Qiagen 12243 QIA f ilter Plasmid Midi Kit (25) 25 K210014 PURELINK HIPURE FILTER MIDI 25 REA C $244
Qiagen 12281 QIA f ilter Plasmid Mega Kit (5) 5 K210008 PURELINK PLA SMID MEGA  4 4 REA CTIO $218

Lifetech believes there is >$500,000 of annual cost reduction potential 
through additional volume transitions (e.g. Millipore, BioRad, Hyclone)



Consolidate to lower cost SKU’s 

• Description: We have identified numerous situations where 
we are paying much higher prices for functionally/technically 
equivalent products. Idea is to rationalize sku’s (stock keeping 
unit) to minimum necessary, eliminate higher priced “same 
as” sku’s

• Impact: >$1MM/year 
• Timeframe: Medium, start immediately

• Challenges: Research continuity
• Request of Researchers: Nominate resources to join a cross 

functional team to analyze and consolidate research SKU’s, 
develop mitigation strategies where there are true research 
continuity issues 
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Example – Histological vs. ACS  Xylene

Higher spec’d product is 75% less expensive

11

Histological Xylene ACS Xylene

Specs for Histo sample list 7 tests.
http://www.sigmaaldrich.com/Graphics/COfAInfo
/SigmaSAPQM/SPEC/534056/534056‐
BULK_______SIAL_____.pdf

Specs for ACS grade list 10 tests 
(includes the 7 for Histo); this is a 
more refined spec.
http://www.sigmaaldrich.com/Graphics/COfAInfo
/SigmaSAPQM/SPEC/247642/247642‐
BULK_______SIAL_____.pdf

BearBuy price is: $ 252 per case 
(4/4L)

BearBuy price is: $69 per case 
(4/4L)



Evaluate  equipment maintenance self insurance 
program

• Description: UCSF spends an estimated $5+ MM annually on OEM 
equipment maintenance agreements.  Attempts to implement the REMI 
third party insurance program have met with only limited success. A self 
insurance program could address many of the issues seen with REMI, and 
deliver up to 50% reduction in equipment maintenance costs, while 
retaining the OEM’s as the service providers.

• Impact: >$2MM/year in maintenance cost reductions
• Timeframe: Medium

• Challenges:  Supplier resistance, researcher/core concerns over coverage  
• Request of Researchers: Nominate resources to join a cross functional 

team to evaluate the business case for self insurance program, and if 
compelling, design and help launch it
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Compete large ticket goods/services

• Description: Over half our spend is for goods/services transactions  
over $100,000, yet we still compete a relatively small portion, and use a 
significant number of sole sources. We now have deeper commodity 
expertise (e.g. life sciences, information technology, facilities), and have 
available electronic sourcing tools to facilitate fast, effective competitive 
events

• Impact: $3‐5MM/year/campus‐ price savings of 5‐15% or more on 
formally competed transactions

• Timeframe: short‐ e‐sourcing tools are now available
• Request of Researchers: Invite procurement to participate very early 

on in the scoping of large transactions
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New tools and approaches are enabling significant research 
commodity cost reductions‐ Reverse auction examples
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Summary: What is requested of researchers?

• Migration to BearBuy for all applicable transactions, 
let us know what is required to facilitate

• Support of Vendor and SKU rationalization efforts
• Support for equipment maintenance self insurance 
evaluation

• Agreement to attempt to compete large transactions, 
involve procurement early
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With aggressive action we can relieve some of the sequestration 
driven pressure and drive $25M in benefits by 2015
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While also freeing substantial department time
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